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In search of

BAOBABS
by Gill Condy

Adansonia suarezensis

W

hen I started work at SANBI back in the
early 1980’s, I became friendly with one
of the horticulturalists, Dave Hardy, who
was passionate about Madagascar. He had travelled
extensively 20 years earlier, collecting seed and
developing an important collection of Madagascan
plants housed at the Pretoria Botanical Gardens. His
enthusiasm had me painting these special plants for
Flowering Plants of Africa. Since those days, I dreamed

of visiting the island myself and seeing the plants in their
natural habitat.
Towards the end of 2012 Diana Mayne, who has been
studying Baobabs for the past 10 years with the intention
of writing a book, contacted me to do the illustrations. She
was planning to travel to Madagascar in June 2013, to
collect flowers of two species and get them back to me to
illustrate. Knowing that the flower of Adansonia digitata
(the African species) starts to die the moment it is picked,
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I wondered how she would achieve this. This prompted
me to ask if she would consider a travel companion and
thus began an amazing 18 day adventure to Madagascar,
the fourth largest island in the world and home to six of
the world’s nine Baobab species.
After one night in Antananarivo we flew north to
Diego Suarez, where we were met by our driver/guide,
Clements.
We set off immediately in search of a ‘forest’ of
baobabs heading off the main road into the bush, soon
walking, picking up cattle tracks and asking directions from
herdsmen. After 2½ km we came to cultivated land and in
the distance was a hill with over 30 majestic Adansonia
suarezensis rising above the bush. As we approached
their russet stems shone in the afternoon light.
Next we stopped at A. perrieri, the rarest of the
species, last visited by Diana 10 years ago. I had time to
do a quick habit drawing while they tried to get to the base
to measure the girth. Driving on we suddenly stopped at
someone’s yard for a young A. madagascarensis – in
flower two months late. It is one of the most spectacular
flowers, with bright yellow and red petals that curl back,
setting the lemon yellow stamens free – all 15cm of them.
We had to negotiate one price to come into the yard to
take photographs then another for a youth to climb up
and pick the flower. I was beside myself with excitement
but – we were on the road again.
I should mention the atrocious condition of the roads.
There was barely evidence of the once tarred surface
and new tracks had been created to the side of the road.
Being winter and the dry season, one could only imagine
how impassable sections would become during the rains.
I eventually drew A. madagascarensis while sitting in
the back of the stationary vehicle. Most of my drawings
were done on tracing paper with the idea of doing the final
paintings in the ‘studio’. I completed the first drawing, a
second at a slightly different angle, then noticed that the

flower was beginning to wilt, so out came the watercolour
paper and I managed to complete the third drawing before
we were on the move again.
Next locality was Mahory Forest where we stopped
at a family homestead where they were busy harvesting
a crop of peanuts. The husband escorted us into the
forest to one of the largest specimens of A. suarensis.
The previous night’s flowers were strewn on the ground,
a beautiful soft cream pompom (between 600 – 850
stamens). A few of the previous year’s fruits were also still
evident. After measuring the girth, I wandered off along
the path and saw some beautiful birds and heard what I
was told were lemurs.
We arrived at a quaint hotel after dark, dusty and a
touch disheveled. After dinner and before the generator
switched off, I managed to paint one petal and calyx of
the A. madagascarensis with the aid of a powerful torch
and made a few colour notes, so as to make a voucher
while it was still relatively fresh. The end of the first day
and I had already seen three of the six endemic species
of Madagascan Baobabs!

Grand mere
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Next day early we set off to a Baobab forest, the most
magnificent contorted shapes, all deserving a photograph
taken or a portrait drawn.
The trees in this dry area often have holes cut
into their stems that are then hollowed out for water
storage, or branches trimmed for medicine. We visited
Tsimanampetsotsa National Park, established in 1927
and famous for its huge salt lake with flamingoes – and
its Baobabs.
Back to Tuléar and our new guide/driver Nirey.
Heading north along the coastal road – in places the
worst we had experienced – we kept catching glimpses
of a rugged coastline with crystal clear water or stands of
mangroves or palm trees – Madagascar has 192 endemic
species with 83% under threat of extinction due to landclearing and over-exploitation. The endemic Alluaudia
and Didiereaceae dominate the spiny forests unique to
this side of the island.
First stop was Reniala Reserve near Ifaty, created
to protect an amazing patch of spiny forest and swollen
based trees that are often mistaken for Baobabs and also
home of ‘La Grande Mere’ – a wonderful old lady with
strangely textured skin and 27m in girth.
We travelled up the coast for eight days, sleeping over
at some wonderful hotels set in private coves or on the
edge of the river mouth, feeding on the fruits of the sea
with fishing dhows sailing past.
One night we had the privilege of sleeping under a
huge sacred tree near the village of Andombiry; a quite
magical atmosphere as it was only two nights after full
moon.
Diana had special torches to do shadow lighting.
There was time for me to start sketching in the evening
(surrounded by 15 young girls and children) and continue
in the early morning.
Flowering material was collected using an extendable
long pole with a hook, but it was often way too short.
Closer to Morondava we collected the larger white
pompom flower of A. grandidieri. I counted 2035 stamens
on one flower and 1305 on another! Brought down with
the flower was a bud about to open so I was able to draw
it at intervals as it opened. Fruit and leaves were collected
as available.
This was a most memorable trip and
subsequently I have been to Venda
to draw the flowers of Africa’s
Adansonia digitata and the newly
described species, A. kilima, and,
whilst writing this, am awaiting the
‘delivery’ of the next two species
from Madagascar and a flower from
North West Australia.

Every day offered a new adventure and three hours
on a dreadful road, with a number of stops to photograph
Baobabs and move rocks, we reached Courrier Bay, a
picturesque fishing cove where the boats were off loading
their colourful catch. We learnt that there was an island
covered in Baobabs 30 minutes by boat up the coast, so
we set off in a fishing boat (luckily with life jackets) with
the afternoon wind gaining strength. An hour and a half
later and the wind blowing on shore, we came across a
wondrous sight of majestic trees on volcanic rock, some
whose feet must be in water. How would we get to the
beach through the waves with cameras and sketch pads?
That night the Diego Suarez hotel seemed like
paradise. Oh to dive straight into the pool….. but – there
was work to be done: the flower of A. suarezensis with
around 800-900 stamens.
Next morning we went back to Mahory Forest, where
the same farmer escorted us deeper into the undergrowth
to an enormous A. perrieri that was starting to buttress at
the base.
Returning to Antananarivo for two nights we
then proceeded to Tuléar on the southwest
coast. We were booked to go to Anakoa to
the south on a ‘ferry’ (that turned out to be a
speedboat) and, being low tide, we had to climb
on a small Zebu cart, along with luggage, to
go the kilometer or so across the mud flats
to our boat. White coral sand beaches and
turquoise seas – some field trip locations can
be so tough!
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A logo at last for BAASA
by Gill Condy & Ronelle Oosthuizen

S

The thinking behind the logo

urely a visual art association should have a logo
to be recognized by, but it has taken BAASA 13
long years to find a design on which all three
regional committees could agree.
We tried competitions – which generated few ideas;
then had one national and three regional designs
incorporating indigenous flowers – but could never
agree on which flower and how stylised it could be for
a ‘botanical’ society ….. and what about the addition of
colour and a design that can be used in just black on
white ……… the ramifications were endless.
So we hope you like and will embrace our new logo.
You will see it incorporated into our Blog and all official communications. Thank you Ronelle Oosthuizen,
a BAASA Gauteng committee member, for the endless
ideas and patience in producing designs until, what we
believe is a beautiful yet simple design, was accepted
by all. Thank you also to all the forerunners, especially
Kim Squire-Johnston, who spent many hours producing
some wonderful designs that sadly not everyone could
agree on.

The BAASA name style is not only a typeface it is
specially created artwork. The ‘B’ has a brush stroke
running through it that becomes a branch, which carries
a symbol of a plant, ie the leaves. The brush stroke is
associated with art making. The reworked typefaces
remind one of the handwritten manuscripts in which
botanic art was key to the documentation of plants and
information gathered by botanists and plant enthusiasts
over the centuries. The single colour green is associated
with plants, life and growth.
To set a few basic rules around the use of our logo it is
best to explain the function of a logo:
A logo is in essence a graphic mark or emblem that
is used to identify an entity. It can be a symbol, or a
symbol combined with text, or even text alone written in
a certain way. It is used to promote a company or brand
to the public and is, in many ways, the ‘face’ outwards.
In branding, corporate identity and trademarks one of
the most important elements is the logo – it is a tool for
marketing. Because a logo is an artwork in itself it also
carries a copyright.
Now that we have our own logo it is crucial to remember that it is for official use only. It will be used on the
blog, newsletters, letterheads, posters, pamphlets, banners, etc for the identification and promotion of BAASA.
The branches of our association will receive a copy of
the logo in different formats to use responsibly and for
official purposes only.

Please note that members should never use
the BAASA logo on personal stationery and
correspondence.
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Judging the
Biennale
By Vicki Thomas

A creative piece of work elicits different responses from the people who look at it. For example, if you
had a childhood holiday at the sea and went through coastal forest before getting to the beach, you
might have a whole flood of memories that arise when you see a painting of a Milkwood tree. So how
can we make a fair judgement of botanical artwork purely on its own merit without bringing in personal
experiences or prejudices? It is almost impossible for one person to do that, so at the Kirstenbosch
Biennale we had many judges in an effort to be democratic and get opinions from various specialists.
Or perhaps you could say we would share the culpability!

T

he judges at the Kirstenbosch Biennale 2013 were
John Manning (botanist, botanical illustrator and
author), Vulindlela Nyoni (lecturer in drawing at
Stellenbosch University and a specialist in print making
and also a judge in the SA Portrait Awards), Christopher
Peter (curator of the Irma Stern Museum), Sally MacRobert
(director of the Brenthurst Library which collects botanical
artworks and antiquaria), Graham Duncan (bulb specialist
and author of many illustrated botanical books), John
Rourke (world authority on Proteas and author of many
illustrated botanical publications), John Donaldson
(biodiversity specialist at SANBI and botanical artist) and
myself (botanical artist and teacher).
Nicki Westcott, curator of the Biennale, called us all
together on the morning of the judging, and told us the
criteria. We were to look at the level of the botanical
accuracy (plants must be identifiable to species level),
composition, technical execution, the creation of an
exhibit with unity and aesthetic appeal and a unique
contribution to botanical art. She gave us each a clipboard
with the names of the participating artists and their four
artworks listed on the left. We were sent off independently
to look at the works and put a mark next to each artist’s
name indicating if we thought it medal worthy or not (or

undecided) and write a very short comment about the
work. This took us several hours, as there were over 200
works on display.
Nicki asked us our general impressions of the
exhibition as a whole, and all the judges were extremely
complimentary. John Rourke said there had been a huge
step forward in terms of quality and the general standard
from previous years with a better range of species
represented. Nicki said that the theme had worked
well and the artists had risen to the challenge. Sally
MacRobert, a first time judge, was very impressed with
the detail, differentiation of colour and distinctive styles
and variety on show. Vuli Nyoni found it dynamic and was
keen to introduce his students to the exhibition with an
idea of participating next time. All the judges enjoyed the
diversity of media, from paint to pencil to etching, and felt
the standard has improved.
The next stage of the judging procedure was to collate
our initial responses to which works were medallists, and
it was surprising how we had come to almost complete
agreement without collaboration. Next, where we were
undecided, we discussed the works until we came to
a conclusion. This could involve a botanist explaining
something technical to those judges who were looking
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at the works from an artistic perspective, for example, or
discussion about whether the criteria for a unified exhibit
had been followed. Joy Woodward kindly made notes
about these comments. Once we had the list of medallists
decided, we worked from the top down, each of us saying
which works we liked best. We found it quite easy to agree
on the gold medallists but, as always, it is the margins
between the levels that were the most difficult, so one
person’s work awarded a gold medal may be very close
to someone with a silver. We discussed at length some of
the works that were difficult to categorise until finally we
had a list of medallists, thankfully without any acrimony
at all! By this stage we were all pretty pumped up, having
concentrated so hard, but just to make absolutely sure we
had not done any artist a disservice, we did one last round
and made sure that we were happy with our judgements
comparing all bronze level works with one another and
so on.

Lunch was very welcome at about 2.30pm. We did
feel that we had made our assessments as honestly and
fairly as we could and agreed that there was something
to admire in every artist’s work. As a service to the
participating artists I offered to give some feedback to
anyone who was dissatisfied with, or curious about, the
judgement. On the whole, very few artists have asked me
for feedback, but if anyone would like to contact me they
can do so at bulbin@iafrica.com.
Several walkabouts were conducted during the course
of the exhibition and these were found to be informative
and interesting, both to the public generally and botanical
artists in particular. It was a great privilege to have been
involved in the whole process and I have great admiration
for the participating artists.
Judging by the response of those who saw the exhibition
and by the sales, the Kirstenbosch Biennale 2013 was a
resounding success.

Kirstenbosch biennale 2013 medal winners
GOLD

BRONZE

Margaret de Villiers

Julie Ah-Fa

Lynda de Wet

Kath Baker

Wilna Eloff

Karen Comins

Jenny Hyde-Johnston

Alice Dean

Janet Snyman

Leigh-Ann Gale
Solly Gutman

SILVER

Elbe Joubert

Gillian Condy

Willie Schlechter

Carol Reddick

Lisa Strachan

Daleen Roodt

Kirstenbosch biennale lifetime achievement award
Fay Anderson
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Visit to USA

September/October 2013
by Elsa Pooley and Gill Condy

W

e attended the 19th American Society of
Botanical Artists (ASBA) conference in
Pittsburgh, USA, recently and, to make the
most of our visit, Gill set up meetings at libraries and
museums in other centres to meet colleagues and view
botanical art, botanical prints and great botanical books.
Our trip started in New York and a walk around and
through Central Park, taking in the Frick Gallery and
Metropolitan Museum along the way, was a great start
to our visit. At the New York Botanic Gardens and Library
(with whom SANBI collaborates through Biodiversity
Heritage Libraries) we were given a guided tour of the
collections and were privileged to view four Redouté
original watercolours, amongst other special paintings.
The beautifully maintained garden has one of the beststocked shops so, if you’re planning a visit, keep a spare
suitcase for botanical, art and gardening books and gifts!
We were entranced by the children’s garden, the new
native plant garden and the amazing glasshouses with
their adjacent gardens.
On our visit to the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens
we discovered that the herbarium and library have
unfortunately been closed due to financial constraints
and we were unable to find out what has become of the
Florilegium. Between visits to the two botanic gardens we
took in many of the sights of this amazing city: Manhattan,
museums, art galleries, Ground Zero, Statue of Liberty,
Empire State Building, Rockefeller Centre, Grand Central
Station – and department stores where Gill tried to convert
Elsa into a shopper! The shop fronts were already decked
out for Halloween and Macy’s Department store already
had an entire floor dedicated to Christmas decorations
(in September). On the anniversary of 9/11, a ferry ride to

view the New York skyline by night was very emotional,
with two shafts of light shining where the Towers once
stood.
Then to Washington DC where we stayed with Elsa’s
son and family in Bethesda from where it was a reasonably
easy metro ride into the city. Our first appointment was
with the Smithsonian Natural History Museum where
the head of digital library services gave us a tour of
the various libraries (the Smithsonian Institute has 20
libraries, the largest of which is in Panama), herbaria
and their scanning systems, en route to a meeting with
Alice Tangerine, the resident botanical illustrator. Alice
is responsible for the art collection and had selected
some special pieces that were of particular interest to
us and also showed us her studio and art techniques.
She invited us to join a meeting of the Guild of Natural
Science Illustrators held in the Natural History Museum
that evening. In between we acquired more blisters on
our feet, exploring the gracious Washington mall and the
numerous galleries and museums along the way.
Next stop was Boston where Suellen Perold, a
Bostoner and BAASA Gauteng member (she has family
in Johannesburg), was our generous guide and hostess.
Our first day sightseeing around the lovely city included
a ‘duck’ tour: an amphibious vehicle that explores the
waterways and the city.
The following day was Harvard University Library,
where the first port of call was the famous Blaschka
Glass Flower collection in the Natural History Museum.
Commissioned by the University as a teaching tool from
a German father and son team, this extraordinary display
is beyond all expectations. It had been on Gill’s Bucket
List for 20 years and is a must-see for anyone visiting the
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in the private woods, where Gill collected a few of the many
mushrooms for a small painting, whilst Suellen prepared
for a pre ASBA conference course and Elsa finalised one
of her slide talks. It was full moon and the only sound
was crickets and birdcalls; a very special interlude after
so much time in big cities. Sadly we spent just one night
there as we had an early flight to Ithaca via Philadelphia,
where we stayed with Tracy McLellan, a past member
of BAASA Gauteng and the Pretoria painting group. She
lives in a small village outside Ithaca, with one of the
famous Ithaca waterfalls a couple of hundred metres from
her delightful home. We were treated to a taste of village
life, meeting many of the locals as we took a Sunday
afternoon walk along the river, encountering an artist
in his studio, seeing one of the other great waterfalls in
this lovely area, sharing suppers with Tracy’s friends and
enjoying an entirely different experience of American life.
Gill was even allowed some craft shopping time! Ithaca
is also home to Cornell University where Elsa gave a talk
at the Plantations Botanical Garden Education Centre on
Alpine plants of the Drakensberg and Lesotho.
Next day we drove with Tracy from Ithaca to
Pittsburgh, via Niagara Falls. Pittsburgh was a delightful
surprise. It is a beautiful university city and home to the
Hunt Institute of Botanical Documentation, as well as the
Carnegie Museums, universities and botanic gardens.
The American Society of Botanical Artists conference
was to be held in the Holiday Inn hotel in the centre of
town, using university buildings nearby for some of the
events. Taking part in this conference and meeting up
with the ASBA Artists was the most amazing experience.
But to hear more about that you will have to wait for
the next issue of the BAASA newsletter.

east coast of the USA. We returned to the Botany building
to see treasures in that library and we could ask to see
anything on the shelves, from early 1471 herbals to the
early nature prints and watercolours by Wedhamann,
the creator of the unique ‘wooden books’ housed in the
Mary Gunn Library at SANBI, Pretoria. Then it was on to
Zoology, where we were shown beautiful bird paintings
that had recently returned from exhibition, and lastly to
the beautifully housed mushroom collection, including
botanical paintings in a wood-panelled pressed-ceiling
building.
After grabbing a quick coffee we headed across
town for our appointment at the Botanic Garden and
Arnold Arboretum where we had a short, guided tour of
this great tree collection before visiting the herbarium,
with another wonderful, old, panelled library and more
botanical treasures laid out for us. This building was also
the venue of a talk Elsa had been invited to give on Trees
of Maputaland and Pondoland.
The next day, after stopping at Blick’s Art Store – the
size of a warehouse, we set off for Wellesley College,
set in the most beautiful natural parkland, where Gill
gave a talk on her recent field trip to paint the baobabs
in Madagascar. It was an interested audience of mostly
botanical artists who meet regularly in the lecture room
attached to the glasshouses.
We then escaped to Suellen’s timber cabin on a lake
in New Hampshire, which was an incredible treat after the
city. There was time for walks amongst indigenous plants
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14th International Exhibition of

Botanical Art and Illustration
The Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation, Carnegie Mellon
University is home to one of the greatest growing collections of botanical
art from the Renaissance to present day. In 1964 they staged their first
International show, now convened every 3 years.
To date 1 129 artists have been represented. Another ‘Bucket List’
dream was realized when Elsa Pooley and I attended the opening in
September. On arrival we introduced ourselves to the Curator Lugene
Bruno, with whom I have corresponded. The exhibition was shown in
quite a dark wooden paneled room: 41 watercolours, drawings and
prints representing the work of 41 artists from 10 countries, including
Janet Snyman of SA.
The quality of most pieces was exceptional, from the sensitive or
bold handling of watercolour, exquisite graphite and masterful layout
of pen and ink scientific drawings, it truly was inspirational. Sadly our
evening was interrupted by a fire evacuation and we were denied the
opportunity to revisit our favorite pieces.
I will just have to go again!
Web: huntbot.andrew.cmu.edu

COURSES
The Cavern, Drakensburg Resort & Spa
Journaling course with Elsa Pooley &Gill Condy 5-9 March 2014
Botanical art course with Elsa & Gill 27th October-2 November 2014
For more information contact: info@cavern.co.za
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NOTES ON THE

Jenny Phillips workshop
by Ann Harris-Deppe

T

hese notes are ‘personal’ in that I will have had
different ‘AHA’ moments to others. Life and art is
an ongoing journey with scenery and experiences
that are viewed from slightly different approaches by
each individual and sometimes with different degrees
of emotion. Thus the knowledge jotted down here is
formed to fit into my mind and to complement my existing
knowledge.
By writing it down, I hoped to be able to recall most of
what was so generously and expertly shared by Jenny. It
will be quite far down the line when I decide to do one or
several of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Assess which one is quicker and more cost
effective.
Assess if it has a better end result.
Adopt the new skill as another arrow in my quiver
of knowledge.
Merge it with the old and do a blend of both.
Dump the one and replace it with the other.

I know my studio will rock with laughter whilst we all
encourage each other to be adventurous.

Leaf workshop
Start by doing a rubbing of the leaf: place copy paper
over the leaf and using an ordinary wood encased pencil
(3B, 5B worked) to firmly rub over the leaf with the side
of the lead. Propelling pencils did not work as the lead is
too thin and tends to give an uneven rubbing that lacks
detail. Do both sides. This will record the margin, veins
and other characteristics. Do a written description in
order to zone in on detail. Backlight the leaf to observe
the finer vein details.
Drawing – should be practiced on a daily basis –
emphasis on correct drawing and perspective as well as
form – use Faber Castell 9000 2H, 2B, 3B, 4B, 6B etc.
When doing tonal drawing start with the darkest areas
and work to lightest - it takes time to gauge the subtleties
of the pencil pressure.
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Leaf drawing – always start with the midrib and try to
show the underside of the leaf. Draw the correct growth
direction and position of the leaves – never flat on the
page. No straight lines and picket fences – borrow a
curve from another leaf – turn the plant and choose a
leaf that reads correctly – do not formulate – observe
the correct attachment point. Allow them to dance on the
page. Observe the arrangement of the veins and count
them, as this is often an identifying feature between
species. Make sure you observe and draw the leaf margin
correctly, eg is there a slight bump or indentation where
the vein hits the margin?
Wetting – Wet heavily. Start with a double wetting:
1. Orange peel to Silken Sheen. 2. Wet again and at
Orange peel drop in yellow and mixed green in varying
shades. When you are able to correctly judge the wetness
of your paper you can wet the paper heavily in one go and
drop in your paint at the correct moment. This takes time,
judgment, practice and more practice.
Colour – the six Winsor & Newton colours we usually work
with will give every shade of green ie French Ultramarine
Blue (FUB), Cerulean Blue (CB), Cadmium Yellow (CY),
Cadmium Lemon (CL), Scarlet Lake (SL) and Permanent
Rose (PR). Start with a light yellow wash (usually CL in
the case of green leaves) – this seals the paper surface
by working into the fibres, allowing subsequent paint
applications to be lifted and repositioned more easily.
(Avoid using CY as a first application – it will dull your
green due to the double load of red from both FUB and
CY.) Pre-mix all your greens from a light yellow green to
dark (more FUB) to the consistency of pouring cream so
that the depth of colour is maintained and you negate
the need for additional washes/paint applications. The
cream consistency paint is then stroked/dropped in the
correct place and will disperse with a capillary action in
the water, doing most of the painting work for you. The
paint can be controlled, re-dispersed and veins can be
lifted with a dried brush whilst this application is wet.
Judgment of paper wetness is the key to success. Keep
adding darker areas and control the paint to leave your

highlights. Exaggerate your highlights and exaggerate
your darks. Paint will dry lighter, so practice applying
darker paint than you think you need.
Pelargonium Leaf – Draw correctly all the leaf margin
and veins. Slosh on water, smooth on a light application
of CL with a slightly heavier application on the darker side
of the fold/bumps. Add light to dark greens to give form –
lift out veins when lost. Edge – to be painted at the same
time by carefully extending the edge into the dry area and
allowing a bleed back into the wet. This can be done in
dots or a controlled squiggle. The thickness of the edge
can be indicated with a double edge in some areas. Do
not do a continuous double edge around the whole leaf.
Mother-In-Law’s Tongue and other variegated leaves.
(A revelation for me, as I would not have known how to
go about getting that effect). Wet, slosh on light cream/
grey/green of base colour, including form. Add dark green
colour whilst still wet. Practice and train your observation
skills by quickly looking at specimen and putting it out of
sight. Make notes of what you remember. Try and paint a
portion from memory and compare!!
Primula/ Streptocarpus – Have the start of the main
veins drawn. Observe where the light falls on the bumps.
Observe how the arrangement of the bumps and veins
disperse at the leaf margin. Drop in paint, observing
elegant curves and irregularities, avoid picket fences and
straight lines. Tease out some of the bleed and work in
the dark. Only a fellow painter would understand what I
have just described!
Lamb’s Ear – Draw outline with a faint dotted line – Put
on a very pale base colour wash, with form – pick up light
colour of the hairs and with a splayed dry/damp brush,
stroke in hairs in the correct direction. With fine brush add
in fine negative spaces, in a darker colour.
Cast Shadows – Useful in giving information of the
leaf shape or structure onto which the shadow is cast.
Remember that the shadow will only tuck up to the form/
edge if it is lying directly on the surface.

“Painting is easy when you don’t know
how, but very difficult when you do.”
Degas
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Watercolour workshop with
John Pastoriza-Pinol of Australia
by Gill Condy

T

hanks to Tracey McLellan (ex-BAASA Gauteng)
I was able to attend a one-day class with John
Pastoriza-Pinol, seen as one of the young stars on
the botanical circuit. He started with a demonstration to
construct the flower by drawing the earth with latitude and
longitudinal lines, tilting the axis to the required angle –
oh how practiced and easy he made it look.
To save time he supplied each person with a photocopy
of a lily, which we transferred on to our watercolour paper.
Then he discussed W&N masking fluid and checked the
consistency of everyone’s bottle – it should be like milk.
He emphasised that one should never shake the bottle,
until he accidentally knocked one over onto the hotel’s
carpet – gasps all round, but he simply poured two jugs
of water over the spill and it all dissolved (don’t try it at
home – but it worked).
With a super fine nib (only available in Australia) he
masked every pencil line. While allowing this to dry, he

prepared his shadow wash and then, wetting all six
petals at once, he dropped in the wash, guiding it to
where it was strongest. The thin mask helped stop it
from bleeding into the next petal. The second layer was
a soft pink.
He likes to work on five to ten paintings at a time
so he can allow the paint to settle for up to 24 hours
between each step. He allows his colours to mix on the
paper not the palette, using small amounts of pigment,
which he builds up in layers, maintaining the highlights.
He uses synthetic brushes, a Neef comb and
blending brushes with which he adds his soft touch of
colour, using quite a dry brush technique as he builds up
his layers. I completed my first two wash layers but have
not had the courage to pick up a ‘smooching’ brush to
work up the pigment. Hopefully I will get to do this over
the holiday break when I can complete the drawing and
remove the masking fluid.
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Producing greeting cards of your work
by Ann Harris, Isabelita van Zyl & Jackie Hugo
• Selecting an Image
Not every image is suitable. A large painted image does
not translate well to a small card, as too many details
may be lost. Solution – Select a portion of the image for
reproduction, eg the flower head or an exquisite detail.
Use a cut out that is the size of the card and move it
around your painting/print to make an image choice. The
image can be shrunk to fit, within reason, as a reduced
image tightens up the original painting often with pleasing
results. However, don’t reduce too much as impact and
detail will be lost. Try not to enlarge a small image as
every brushstroke will also be enlarged and this may be
distracting.

• Colour
Colour varies depending on the calibration of individual
computers and printers. What is seen on screen might
not match up with the printed card. Solution – work with a
graphic designer/printer until the end result is satisfactory.
Take the original painting and samples of a successful
print/card so that the graphic designer/printer can match
the colours. Once you have seen the proof, fine-tune the
colour. Ask for a sample in colour and/or black and white
before committing to a large run. 

• Design
Front images can be taken to the back with great success.
Flip or mirror an image if necessary so that the ends of
leaves wrap to the back of the card instead of being cut
off on the front. This may mean that the lighting direction
is reversed, but can be ignored if it adds impact and
appeal to the card.
The card is folded, usually with colour on the front and
black and white on the back. You may want to put the
plant name, your name and email on the back, together
with a reduced image of the plant. The back can also be
in colour, as it will make no difference to the final cost.
The amount of information on the back of the card does
not increase the cost of printing. However, printing on the
inside of the card does.
Other information added to the back of the card can make
the card more interesting, eg a recipe if the image has
culinary value; gardening/growing tips; medicinal value;
art history of plant; pollinators; economic uses/value;
natural distribution; a poem referring to the plant.
Choose a font that is easy to read and avoid calligraphic
fonts, as they are difficult to read. Left-align your text, as
this is easy to read.

• Size
Cut down costs by selecting a card size according to
available envelope sizes that can be bought in bulk and
also so that different cards can be placed on one sheet

for printing. Order the number of cards accordingly.
Printing on an A3 sheet can fit four A5 cards that will be
A6 when folded. Printing four different cards in this way
economises on quantities. It is cheaper to print on A3
rather than A4.

• General
Carefully proofread all text on a printout of the card –
preferably ask a friend to do this as you are less likely
to see your own mistakes. Once printed any mistake
becomes a nightmare. Ask for the cards to be cut and
scored, as this will make folding easy and professional.
Have the back blurb for each card ready in a word
document on a USB flash drive so that it can be cut and
pasted onto the card.
Print cards on 300gsm card or heavier. A lighter weight
will be too thin and the image will show through the paper
to the inside of the card.
Keep a good printout for future reference. If you have
already had cards printed to your satisfaction, provide the
printers with a copy so that the new batch can be printed
to match.
Ask for a proof of all the images you wish to print every
time you do a new print run and only sign off if everything
is to your satisfaction. Do this, even if you have printed
that card before.
If there is more than one card on a sheet of paper, make
sure the proof shows the cut lines. Double-check these
with a ruler. Some printers are not able to include cut lines
in which case you should ask your graphic designer to
step-up the cards and put cut lines in.

• Never leave without a digital copy
Ask for your finished card images to be put on a disk or
USB flash drive so that you have this when next needed
for a print run. The next print run might be with a different
printer or staff at your regular printer may change, which
will leave you starting all over again with layout etc. A
dedicated USB flash drive, rather than a CD, allows new
card designs to be added at any time. It is also helpful
to have all your cards with you at the printer in case you
need an additional card to fill a space.

• Useful Johannesburg contacts
Isabelita van Zyl 0825527858 info@issidesigns.co.za
for help with design, photography, colour correction and
customised card templates to drop in your images.
Lisa 0828044154 / 0118023034 at FotoFirst, Gallo Manor
for scans, archival ink prints on canvas.
Orange Print House 0117895020, Republic Road for
card prints and graphic design.
Life Style – Plastic World for plastic sleeves for cards.
Take envelope for sizing.
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BOOK REVIEW

STRELITZIA 31: Guide to plant families of southern Africa
By M. Koekemoer, H.M. Steyn & S.P. Bester

Southern Africa has a total of 225 plant families with the 52
largest families covering over 90% of the flora. The large
number of plant species in this region makes identification to
species level relatively difficult and the first step is usually to
determine the family to which a specimen belongs.
Knowledge of plant families enables one to place unknown
plants into broad categories and then to focus on a smaller
search for the correct name.
This book aims to introduce readers, in a predominantly
visual way, to the beauty and diversity of our flora.
Comprehensively illustrated, it will enable amateurs and
professionals alike to identify plants to family level.
The identification process is introduced in a predominantly
visual way by providing images to identify the key diagnostic
characters for each family. The beauty of and variation within
each family is comprehensively illustrated with images of a
range of genera. Additional information is provided on the
distribution and usefulness of each family.
It is hoped that this book will inspire readers to appreciate
our indigenous flora.

The Biodiversity Heritage Library
(BHL)

Published by SANBI Publishing (South
African National Biodiversity Institute),
Pretoria. Soft cover. 210 × 250 mm. pp.
300. ISBN: 978-1-919976-83-9 Price: SADC
R270.00/other countries $36.00

Watercolour Society closes
Anyone who has logged onto the Watercolour
Society’s website recently will have seen the
following notice: ‘Please be aware that the
Watercolour Society Africa (WSA) and the Art
Society of Africa (ASA) are in the process of being
dissolved and will therefore not be operational
from 13th December 2013.’
How sad that an organisation that was founded
in 1974 should be forced to close due to being
unable to get members to step up and serve on
the committee (according to current Chairman,
Zanne Bezuidenhout). We have been fortunate
enough in the past to be able to use their gallery
at Norscot Manor, Johannesburg, for some of our
meetings – alas no more! All the Society’s assets
were sold off on 30 November 2013.
This was a stark reminder of how important it
is for members to contribute towards the running
of any organisation, so we are extremely grateful
to all those BAASA members who have given so
generously of their time to serve on the various
BAASA committees – Gauteng, KZN and Western
Cape. Without your valuable contributions we
would find ourselves in a similar position to the
WSA. We are sure all our members will join us in
saying a very big ‘Thank You!’

The BHL is a consortium of natural history and botanical
libraries that cooperate to digitize and make accessible
the legacy literature of biodiversity held in their collections
and to make that literature freely available for responsible
use as part of a global biodiversity commons. The BHL
consortium works with the international taxonomic
community, rights holders, and other interested parties to
ensure that this biodiversity heritage is made available to
a global audience through open access principles.
Since 2009, BHL has grown to incorporate regionallybased global nodes in Europe, Australia, South America,
Egypt, China, and on April 15, 2013, BHL Africa was
officially launched.
BHL Africa is an inclusive network of African libraries
and institutions in Africa and Madagascar. BHL Africa
aims to partner with organizations and agencies in Africa
and beyond with similar goals aimed at improving access
to African biodiversity literature. BHL Africa supports
conventions such as the Convention on Biological
Diversity www.cbd.int/. BHL Africa will also partner with
Internet Archive (http://archive.org/details/biodiversity),
which provides free storage (sustainability) and access
to all BHL digitized materials. BHL Africa’s guiding
principles and values are: Open Access, Collaboration
and Transparency
For more information, contact Ms Anne-Lise Fourie at
a.fourie@sanbi.org.za. Visit www.biodiversitylibrary.org
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